Armor Protective Packaging® worked with GKN to develop an effective rust prevention solution for its drive shafts. GKN was previously using a competitor VCI bag that was ineffective at preventing rust. ARMOR developed a rust prevention solution using an ARMOR DEFENDER™ VCI bag to line the bin and cover the drive shafts eliminating the rust and corrosion issues for GKN.

**Before**

**After**

**The Facts**

*Industry:* Automotive  
*Metal Parts:* Drive Shafts  
*Previous Rust Prevention Process:* Using an inferior VCI bag

**The Results**

**ARMOR Rust Prevention Solution:**  
ARMOR DEFENDER™ VCI Bag  
- Multi-Layer extrusion allows for durability, additional barrier protection and down gauging  
- Cost-effective alternative to mono-extruded bags  
- VCI on the inside - closest to metal part  
- 25-30% source reduction over comparable films

Armor Protective Packaging® provides clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage. For 40 years, ARMOR has worked with customers from around the globe to provide rust prevention and rust removal solutions to “Take the Work Out of Your Workday!”